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ABSTRACT 
 

The methodology THERP is classified as a Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) technique of first generation and 
its emergence was an important initial step for the development of HRA techniques in the industry. Due to the 
fact of being a first generation technique, THERP quantification tables of human errors are based on a taxonomy 
that does not take into account the human errors mechanisms. Concerning the three cognitive levels in the 
Rasmussen framework for the cognitive information processing in human beings, THERP deals in most cases 
with errors that happen in the perceptual-motor level (stimulus-response). In the rules level, this technique can 
work better using the time dependent probabilities curves of diagnosis errors, obtained in nuclear power plants 
simulators. Nevertheless, this is done without processing any error mechanisms. Another deficiency is the fact 
that the performance shaping factors are in limited number. Furthermore, the influences (predictable or not) of 
operational context, arising from operational deviations of the most probable (in terms of occurrence 
probabilities) standard scenarios beside the consequent operational tendencies (operator actions) are not 
estimated. This work makes a critical analysis of these deficiencies and it points out possible solutions in order 
to modify the THERP tables, seeking a realistic quantification, that does not underestimate or overestimate the 
human errors probabilities when applying the HRA techniques to nuclear power plants. The critical analysis is 
accomplished through a qualitative comparison between THERP, a HRA technique of first generation, with 
CREAM, as well as ATHEANA, which are HRA techniques of second generation. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The method THERP – Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction, a technique of Human 
Reliability Analysis (HRA) [1] was a landmark in the application of HRA techniques in the 
nuclear industry. Since the late 1980s, however, many investigators in this field have 
formulated critics to this and other techniques, because it is not provided a cognitive model of 
human beings [2] [3]. In fact, with the lack of this model, the internal error mechanisms of 
human beings are not taken into account in unsafe actions or human error probabilities. The 
error probabilities can be influenced by specific error mechanisms that are intrinsic to human 
beings, due to their specific nature in cognitive information processing. Which error 
mechanism will be triggered in a particular human action? The answer will depend on the 
action type in the external world that will be executed and unsafe actions that can be 
associated to this human action. Therefore, conditional probabilities should be quantified for 
each associated pair of error mechanism - unsafe action. 
 
Moreover, in the external world, there are external factors that can influence human beings’ 
activities. These factors are linked to sociological, political, economical and technological 
contexts in which the organizations survive. They are considered in HRA techniques as 
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Performance Shaping Factors (PSF) that influence directly human errors by means of 
multiplicative factors, decreasing or increasing basic human error probabilities. Each PSF can
influence specific error mechanisms among those possible. Each error mechanism, in turn, 
will trigger a specific human error or unsafe action. Therefore, we have two conditional 
probabilities. The conditional probability of a particular PSF will influence an error 
mechanism and the conditional probability that this error mechanism will trigger a human 
error or unsafe action. 
 
To complete the complexity of this picture, we cannot forget that especial plant conditions in 
which the unsafe actions are accomplished can also influence specific error mechanisms and 
contribute, therefore, for the conditional probabilities. These particular plant conditions can 
be configured by design or maintenance failures, atypical or non-familiar operational 
conditions or other latent conditions. The personnel in the operation and maintenance training 
prefer the use of certain behavior rules already experienced in similar, frequent, or recent 
situations. Therefore, these individuals tend to act in a specific way, favoring some error 
mechanisms. 
 
The operational context is a composition of PSFs and specific operational conditions. 
Therefore, given the operational context, we want to know which error mechanisms are 
triggered and evaluate associated conditional probabilities. In the next items, we will examine 
THERP deficiencies in the treatment of error mechanisms mentioned above and, then, we 
will discuss how HRA techniques of second generation can solve this central subject of HRA. 
 

2. THERP QUANTIFICATION TABLES VERSUS REASON’S TAXONOMY OF 
ERRORS 

 
We will discuss in this item omission errors that are typical errors committed in the skill 
based level, as well as the commission errors, that are typically committed in the rules based 
level or in the knowledge (deep) based level [4]. However, it is relevant to remind here that, 
for each omission error, a commission error is associated [5]. 
 
Table 1 contains typical examples of omission errors (omitting procedures steps) that are 
critical for the system when a diagnosis is in course after an abnormal event and summarizes 
some recommendations for rule-based behavior screening [1]. In the THERP Handbook the 
basic index of human performance is the Human Error Probability (HEP), or the probability 
that, when a given task is performed, an error will occur [1]. There are many ways to estimate 
HEPs – some are statistical and others come from expert elicitation. The THERP Handbook 
uses the term human error probability to represent any estimate. The HEPs listed are nominal 
HEPs, for which, plant-specific and situation-specific performance shaping factors have not 
been taken into account. Table 1 presents two error types within the rule based actions [1] 
related to: (1) actions are based on rules linked to a written procedure that is available or 
used; (2) actions are based on rules linked to a written procedure not available or used. Table 
1 provides human error probabilities for each error type, with or without recovery possibility. 
However, it has the following deficiencies: (1) basically, it can only consider the PSFs related 
to stress and experience level, which have associated multipliers in a specific THERP’s table; 
(2) plant conditions, which, combined with PSFs, can trigger error mechanisms, are not 
analyzed in THERP; (3) unsafe actions that can be linked to error mechanisms are not 
discussed in THERP. 
 



 

Table 1. Initial screening model of estimated HEPs and EFs (error factors) for rule-
based actions of control room personnel after diagnosis of an abnormal event [1] 

 
Item Potential Errors HEP EF
(1) Failure to perform rule-based actions correctly when written procedures are 
available and used. 

1 Errors per critical step without recovery factors 0.05 10 
2 Errors per critical step with recovery factors 0.025 10 

(2) Failure to perform rule-based actions correctly when written procedures are not 
available or used: 

3 Errors per critical step with or without recovery factors 1.00 ----
 
 
The simple analysis of THERP can be noticed in the Table 1, item 3; when the procedures are 
not available or not used, HEP is equal one, or, in other words, the event will certainly occur 
[1]. Actually the fact that the procedures are unavailable or not used does not imply 
necessarily in an error occurrence. Why the operator’s heuristic based on deep knowledge is 
not taken into account? 
 
As an example of commission error, we can observe in the Table 2 the diagnosis errors 
considered in THERP [1]. This table shows the probabilities of diagnosis errors as a function 
of the elapsed time after the beginning of the event. The probability curves (time dependent) 
(discrete as in THERP’s tables or continuous when determined in the simulator [6] [7]) 
cannot discriminate error mechanisms. The time should be treated as a PSF and, its impact 
can be evaluated as a stress function that is time dependent [8]. The diagnosis rules can be 
written in procedures or could be learned during the training process. The rules written in 
procedures are procedure steps that should be executed. 
 
 

Table 2. Nominal model of estimated HEPs and EFs for diagnosis of abnormal events 
annunciated closely in time, within time T, by control room personnel [1] 

 

Item T (minutes after T0) 
Median Joint HEP for diagnosis 

of a single or first event Error Factor 

(1) 1 1.0 none 
(2) 10 0.1 10 
(3) 20 0.01 10 
(4) 30 0.001 10 
(5) 60 0.0001 30 
(6) 1500 0.00001 30 

 
 
In the following analysis we must observe that it is valid not only for diagnosis rules in the 
Table 2, but also for execution rules of procedures in the Table 1. The omission of a step and 
consequently of the associated rule induce a diagnosis error. The omission error is linked to 
the skill-based level and can be triggered by several error mechanisms, according to Table 3 
[4]. 
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The omissions and repetitions can be generated by time pressure or complexity of tasks being 
accomplished. Complexity is also a PSF and it can be measured by metrics related with 
graphs generated by logical sequence of procedure steps as, for example, in the McCabe’s 
complexity measure for software programming lines [8]. Omissions following interruptions, 
interference errors and reduced intentionality can be generated by new alarms arriving to the 
control room or steps of another task being executed in parallel. These interferences depend 
on the operational scenario in course and contextual variations along the standard time line 
for the scenario (see topic about ATHEANA further on and the relationship to accident 
parameter variations). The perceptual confusion can be stimulated by deficient visual 
presentation of procedures, which is also a PSF to be considered. 
 
 

Table 3. Skill-Based Performance [4] 
 
Failure Modes  Inattention Over attention 

Error 
Mechanisms 

Double-capture slips  
Omissions following interruptions 
Reduced intentionality 
Perceptual confusions 
Interference errors 

Omissions 
Repetitions 
Reversals 

 

 
 
The rules learned during the training process can be used in two types of situation: familiar 
and non familiar. The difference is that in non-familiar situations we cannot find formal 
procedures. The operation team will have then to build new procedures starting from their 
fundamental (deep) knowledge of plant physical processes by means of basic laws of 
sciences and engineering. The new procedures can be composed of combination of known 
rules or rules totally new. The planning for the sequence of rules can also be new. Many of 
these rules will be contained in safety tasks which preserve the plant safety functions. Safety 
tasks already known can be useful in the development of original planning with original 
procedures. When someone tries to use the known rules, error mechanisms related to the 
corresponding action can appear in the rule-based level according to Table 4 [4]. The 
application of bad rules can also happen during the elaboration of rules for the original 
procedures. The bad application of good rules can happen during the contextual variations of 
the standard scenario in which the condition part of rules can be only partially satisfied. 
 
In the bad application of good rules, strength and frequency indexes of rules create rigidity 
[4]. Furthermore, the safety related hierarchical level, the specificity or generality degree, as 
well as, the strength and redundancy degree (favoring some instrumentation signals, for 
example) of the elements, that compose the condition part of the rule, can prioritize some 
“good rules”, although the context, in which the rules are applied, is inadequate [4]. The 
inadequacy happens by the fact that the rule is being triggered with partial satisfaction of its 
condition part. Sometimes there are signs and countersigns (also non-signs or noise) that are 
contradictories and many times are not noticed by the operation team which is challenged by 
an information overload, as for example, in case of excess of alarms or task actions. This 
overload constitutes also a PSF. 
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Table 4. Rule-Based Performance [4] 
 

Failure Modes at the Rule-Based Performance 
 

Misapplication of good rules Application of bad rules 
 
 

Error 
Mechanisms 

First exceptions 
Countersigns or nonsigns 
Informational overload 
Rule strength 
General rules 
Redundancy 
Rigidity 

Encoding deficiencies 
Action deficiencies: 

• Wrong rules 
• Inelegant Rules 
• Inadvisable 

 
 
Application of bad rules arises from error mechanisms related to the elaboration of these 
rules. The error can be in the condition part, for example, inadequate perceptual coding to 
human beings (violating the cognitive limits) or it can be in the action part, for example, 
wrong actions, and inefficient or inopportune (safety versus production conflict) rules. In the 
Table 5 we can find the error mechanisms associated to the knowledge (deep) based level, 
when there are not available rules to be applied to the situation in the external world in which 
it occurs. [4] 
 
In this case, procedures are not available. It will be necessary to mount new procedures to be 
used in that non-familiar situation. In fact, this situation could arise and there were already 
attempts of building Operator Support Systems for nuclear power plants that were capable to 
deal with this type of situation [9]. During the construction of new procedures, with new or 
known rules, in non-familiar situations, the operators can commit planning errors in the 
knowledge (fundamental or deep) - based level. 
 
 

Table 5. Knowledge-Based Performance [4] 
 

Error Mechanism at the Knowledge-Based Performance 

Selectivity 
Workspace limitations 
Out of sight out of mind 
Confirmation bias 
Overconfidence  
Biased reviewing 
Illusory correlation 
Halo effects 

Problems with causality 
Problems with complexity: 

• Problems with delayed feedback 
• Insufficient consideration of processes 
• Difficulties with exponential development  
• Thinking in causal series not causal nets 
• Thematic vagabonding 
• Encysting 

 
 
The planning requests that the choice of safety tasks and rules that compose it, as well as the 
sequence, is appropriate to deal or mitigate the operational situation in course. In first place, 
the situation complexity can cause planning errors, due to speed of associated processes and 
non-linearities of action effects (i.e, the effect of the individual action in the action sequence 
as a whole and not in the immediately following action). The cause-effect chain can also be 
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very simplified or based on last experiences. The planning cannot also be rendered because 
the operator is in an endless thematic digression or in an encysting within details ad infinitum. 
 
Even if someone could plan or take decisions on time, the wrong characteristics of safety 
tasks could be selected, or right characteristics ignored. The information time sequence that 
composes the condition parts of chosen or new rules can be too simple to deal with the 
situation complexity, or the information is presented in an ordination contrary to the rule, 
creating difficulties for its choice and application. An illusory correlation of process 
parameters could be taken as an erroneous condition of rules. After the creation of sets of 
rules and procedures that compose the planning, doubts can still remain in the planner’s 
mind, generating an endless verification and confirmation of his/her actions or even an 
overconfidence denying countersigns for the condition parts of rules to be applied. It is 
necessary to observe that again we are dealing with PSFs such as complexity, strength of 
parameters that compose the condition parts of rules and operation team’s experience or self 
confidence. 
 
In the face of so many error mechanisms described previously, without, of course, 
quantification of conditional probabilities associated to such mechanisms, the error 
probabilities described in the examples of THERP’s tables can be underestimated or 
overestimated, when considered together with PSFs. The previous analysis can be extended 
to the 27 tables that are part of THERP’s methodology, besides the two examples above [1]. 
However, we will move to other techniques in the next items, the second generation 
techniques, to verify if they can solve the problem discussed in this section. 
 

3. COGNITIVE RELIABILITY AND ERROR ANALYSIS METHOD - CREAM 
VERSUS THERP’S AND REASON’S COGNITIVE TAXONOMIES 

 
CREAM presents four Control Modes that are necessary to organize the actions within the 
horizon of a person's time line [5]: 
• Disperse Control: the choice of the next action is unexpected or aleatory 
• Opportunist Control: the next action is determined, more for the dominant characteristics 

presented in the context, than for the intentions or objectives of normalizing the situation 
• Tactical Control: the action is based on planning; consequently, the action follows 

generally a procedure or a known rule. 
• Strategic Control: the person involved in the action considers the global context, in such a 

way, that uses a larger horizon of time and launches a glance further on, in objectives of a 
higher level. 

 
THERP considers HEPs within a nominal operational context [1]. The THERP’s tables 
together with the CREAM’s taxonomy can have HEPs framed within the context of Tactical 
Control [5]. However, if a complex scenario occurs, escaping from the operator’s domain, in 
that circumstance, the Tactical Control can give place to Opportunist Control or Disperse 
Control. That gradation in Control Mode is not foreseen in THERP [1]. The Tactical Control 
increases human action reliability, in the planning phase, with base on a procedure, what does 
not happen with Opportunist and Disperse Control Modes. This linearity brings weaknesses 
to THERP’s practical applications. Table 1 is treated considering this linearity [1]. 
 
Besides Control Modes, the CREAM model treats the event causes and effects [5]. The 
effects called phenotypes or manifestations refer to what is observable in a specific system, 
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which include visible human actions and system events. The phenotypes are related to four 
Error Modes [5]: 
• Wrong Time: error mode of an action, not executed in the correct time or with correct 

duration, which include error modes of timing and duration. 
• Wrong Type: error mode of an action, including incorrect physical characteristics related 

to force, distance, speed and direction. 
• Wrong Object: error mode of an action accomplished with the wrong object, which was 

used due the proximity, similarity or a perceptual error. 
• Wrong Place: error mode of an action accomplished out of the normal sequential order. 
 
Table 6 presents as an example the Error Mode related to Wrong Place [5]. The difference 
between general and specific can be seen as what is corresponding to the amount of 
information that is available for the situation. If sufficiently detailed information is available, 
the specific effect should be used; otherwise the general effect should be used. 
 
 

Table 6. Categories for “action in wrong place” [5] 
 

General effect Specific effect Definition/explanation 
Omission An action that was not carried out. This includes in 

particular the omission of the last action(s) of a 
series.  

Jump forward One or more actions in a sequence were skipped. 
Jump backwards One or more earlier actions that have been carried 

out, is carried out again. 
Repetition The previous action is repeated. 
Reversal The order of two neighboring actions is reversed. 

Sequence 

Wrong action An extraneous or irrelevant action is carried out.  
 
 
In the context of THERP, influences of Error Modes are not analyzed, however the Table 1 
HEPs [1] have a connection with procedures, so, they are internally linked to the actions of a 
specific sequence and, due to this they can suffer effects in the Error Mode called “actions in 
wrong place”. For each Error Mode in CREAM, there are specific effects similar to the error 
mechanisms associated to the Failure Modes described by Reason [4]. This can be observed 
in the Table 7. On the other hand, in CREAM, the causes, which are called genotypes, are 
divided in categories (Person, Technology and Organization) that can be used to describe 
what caused or can cause the effects or phenotypes [5]: 
• The category Person Related Genotypes contains the groups of consequents and 

antecedents that can be associated with the person or the user. The category is not itself 
the group in the classification scheme but only the convenient label; the consequents and 
antecedents are ordered in the following three groups: Specific Cognitive Functions, 
General Person Related Functions (temporary) and General Person Related Functions 
(permanent). The general and specific consequents of this category are cognitive error 
mechanisms. 

• The category Technology Related Genotypes contains the groups of consequents and 
antecedents that can be associated with the technological system. The category is not 
itself the group in the classification scheme but only the convenient label; the consequents 
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Table 7. Comparison between CREAM’s Error Modes and Reason’s Failure Modes 
 

Failure Modes Based on Performance General 
effect Specific effect Skill Rule Knowledge 

Omission 
An action that was not 
carried out. This includes in 
particular the omission of the 
last action(s) of a series.  

Overattention 
Omissions 

  

Jump forward 
One or more actions in a 
sequence were skipped. 

Overattention 
Omissions 

  

Jump backwards 
One or more earlier action 
that has been carried out is 
carried out again. 

Overattention 
Repetitions 

  

Repetition 
The previous action is 
repeated. 

Overattention 
Repetitions 

  

Sequence 

Reversal 
The order of two 
neighboring actions is 
reversed. 

Overattention 
Reversals 

  

 Wrong action 
An extraneous or irrelevant 
action is carried out. 

Inattention 
Double-capture 
slips;  
Omissions 
following 
interruptions; 
Reduced 
intentionality; 
Perceptual 
Confusions; 
Interference 
errors. 

Misapplication 
of good rules 
First 
exceptions; 
Countersigns or 
non-signs; 
Informational 
overload; 
Rule strength; 
General rules; 
Redundancy; 
Rigidity. 
 
Application of 
bad rules 
Encoding 
deficiencies; 
Action 
deficiencies: 
Wrong rules; 
Inelegant 
Rules; 
Inadvisable 
Rules. 

Selectivity; 
Workspace 
limitations; 
Out of sight out 
of mind; 
Confirmation 
bias; 
Overconfidence; 
Biased 
reviewing; 
Illusory 
correlation; 
Halo effects; 
Problems with 
causality; 
Problems with 
complexity: 
Problems with 
delayed feed-
back; 
Insufficient 
consideration of 
processes; 
others 
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and antecedents are ordered in the following four groups: Equipment, Procedures, 
Interface (temporary) and Interface (permanent). The general and specific consequents of 
this category are PSFs. 

• The category Organization Related Genotypes contains the groups of consequents and 
antecedents that can be associated with the organizational environment, such as the 
general working conditions. This category is not itself the group in the classification 
scheme but only the convenient label; the consequents and antecedents are ordered in the 
following five groups: Communication, Organization, Training, Ambient Condition and 
Working Condition. The general and specific consequents of this category are PSFs. 

 
Each category contains classes of causes called general consequents that can be subdivided in 
specific subclasses of causes and receive the name of specific consequents [5]. Each general 
consequent has associated causes that preceded it and are called general antecedents [5]. 
When the predecessor cause is a root-cause receives the name of specific antecedent [5]. The 
general antecedents of a cause can be equal to the general consequent of another cause, so 
that specific classes of causes are linked each other in a complex and parallel chain of causes 
and effects [5]. The general consequents of the phenotypes are also associated to the general 
consequents of the genotypes.  
 
For example, the general effect - sequence can have as cause the general consequent - 
inadequate procedure. Any general or specific antecedent (general or specific consequent) 
can be associated to an error mechanism [5] or a PSF. For the group denominated Procedures 
of the Technology Category, CREAM makes the following analysis [5]: “Much of human 
performance in industrial settings is guided by procedures, i.e., by carefully prepared step-
by-step descriptions of the set of actions that will accomplish the specific goal, whether it is 
to bring about the state change or to diagnosis the disturbance. Experience has shown that 
deficiencies in procedures or discrepancies between procedures and the working 
environment can be an important cause for human erroneous actions.” Some of the main 
classes of consequents associated to these deficiencies are listed in Table 8 [5]. These general 
or specific consequents are PSFs and can influence negatively the operator to follow a 
procedure as a whole or its sequence of steps. These possible consequences can influence the 
HEPs presented in the Table 1, in all (3) items [1]. These PSFs together with an adverse 
context can trigger specific error mechanisms, generating certain unsafe actions. The 
procedures can be inadequate due to an organizational context, as for example, in one which 
does not give importance to planning. This is also associated to a PSF. Moreover, the 
procedure technical structures (ambiguous text, incomplete text, etc.) can provoke operator 
errors, according to failures modes, based on rules [4]. This is associated to specific error 
mechanisms. Going beyond this, within the previous standpoint, the inadequate procedures 
are precursors that induce the operator to an error. It is possible to establish a link between 
the consequents and the antecedents in the phenotypes/genotypes relationship according to 
the Table 9 [5]. We can also establish a link between several classes of causes, through 
general and specific consequents, denominated prospective analysis, which can be seen in the 
Table 10 [5]. This analysis can be useful in the elimination of latent failures. 
 

4. ATHEANA VERSUS CREAM, THERP AND REASON’S TAXONOMY 
 
A previous authors’ work discussed the main characteristics of the HRA techniques, of first 
and second generation, confronted with the good practices [10]. Particularly, ATHEANA 
possesses the following characteristics [11] [12]: 
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Table 8. Consequents for the Procedure Group [5] 
 

General 
consequent 

Specific 
consequent 

Definition/explanation 

Ambiguous text The text of the procedures is ambiguous and open to 
interpretation. The logic of the procedure may be 
unclear. 

Incomplete text The descriptions given by the procedure are incomplete, 
and assume user has specific additional knowledge.  

Incorrect text The descriptions of the procedure are factually 
incorrect. 

Inadequate 
procedure 

Mismatch to 
actual equipment 

The procedure text does not match the physical reality, 
due to, e.g., equipment upgrades. 

 
 

Table 9. Link between antecedents and consequents in the phenotypes/genotypes 
relationship [5] 

 
Error Modes - Phenotypes 

General Antecedent 
Technology Related Genotypes 

for Procedures Group in Table 8 
General Antecedent General Consequent Specific Consequent 
Inadequate procedure Inadequate procedure Ambiguous text 

Incomplete text 
Incorrect text 
Mismatch to actual equipment 

 
 

Table 10. Link between antecedents e consequents for Genotypes [5] 
 

Genotypes Person Related Genotypes Categories for “interpretation”  
General antecedent General consequent Specific consequent 

Delayed interpretation No identification 
Increased time pressure 

Organization Related Genotypes Categories for 
“communication” 
General consequent Specific consequent 
Missing information No information 

Incorrect information 
Misunderstanding 

Technology Related Genotypes Categories for “temporary 
interface problems” 
General consequent Specific consequent 

Inadequate procedure 

Incomplete information None 
 
 

• It treats the error-forcing context (EFC), due to the combination of the plant conditions 
and other influences (pre-initiators), which can contribute to human failures. It also treats 
the error types, error mechanisms, unsafe actions, Performance Shaping Factors of human 
actions and mental models (tendencies) of the operators by using informal rules, as a 
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function of scenario operational characteristics and operational behavior of the process 
variables; 

• It accomplishes an analysis of the human error perspectives, by means of the retrospective 
analysis of significant events already happened and the prospective analysis, that 
identifies potential operators' errors during the plant operation; 

• It verifies the existent vulnerabilities in the operators training process and their 
qualification exams, as well as in plant configurations (operational context) caused by 
latent failures such as those related to maintenance tasks and I&C failures; 

 
ATHEANA also considers unsuitable or inadequate procedures; interfaces with designs that 
were deficiently elaborated; behavior of operational parameter deviations, etc [11]. 
Moreover, ATHEANA presents tables that are guided by questions about scenario parameter 
characteristics, as showed in the Table 11 [11]. 
 
 

Table 11. Scenario Parameters Characteristics [11] 
 

Parameter 
Characteristics 

Question 

No indication 
 

Does this scenario involve failed indicators?  
Does this scenario involve indications calculated from other 
failed instruments (e.g: subcooling based on RCS - Reactor 
Coolant System pressure)? 

Small change in 
parameter 

 

Within this scenario and with the existing human-machine 
interface design, is there a relevant parameter change small 
enough that it might be overlooked (i.e: not detected)?  

 
 
For each parameter characteristic, other tables can be handled, which supply the mechanisms 
of associated errors, as well as, the error types (unsafe actions) and EFCs that can trigger such 
mechanisms. This can be observed in the Table 12 [11], in the phase of event detection. The 
most probable is the occurrence of deviations from the basic scenario in comparison with 
serious accidents which are associated. Only significant deviations from the basic scenario 
are troublesome for the operators. Therefore, the Step 6 in the ATHEANA methodology 
consists on the identification of deviations from the basic scenarios that can result in risk 
significant unsafe action(s) [11].  
 
In serious accidents, these deviations arise from complex combinations of unexpected plant 
behavior or conditions. Besides the tables that are guided by the parameter characteristics and 
questions about the plant scenario, there are tables that are guided by the scenario 
characteristics and descriptions. The two types of tables complement each other to aid in the 
analysis of possible events derived from deviations in relation to the original scenario. An 
example can be found in the Table 13 [11].  
 
The THERP technique, due to its linearity in the analysis of human failures, does not 
accomplish, like ATHEANA, broader considerations on scenarios and parameters. Table 1, 
based in THERP, presents a very simple description of failures modes related to procedures; 
on contrary, ATHEANA includes a more complex scheme. An example is shown in the Table 
14 [11]. 
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Table 12 Failures in the Detection Phase [11] 
 

Parameter 
Characteristics 

Error 
Mechanisms 

Error Types PSFs  

Small change in 
parameter  
 

1. Limited 
discrimination 
Imperceptible change 
in display or 
functionally 
imperceptible given 
competing demands 
2. Tunnel  
3. Confirmation bias  
4. Expectation bias 
5. Recency bias  
 

1-5. Lack of 
awareness that the 
parameter is 
changing; operators 
assume that the 
value is static.  
1-5. Application of 
incorrect procedure 
step or no response. 
 

1. HMI (Human-Machine 
Interface) - Lack of 
trending displays (e.g: use 
of analog meter display 
only) 
1.Procedure/policy/practice 
- Lack of logging of 
parameter (to compare 
values over time)  
1. Training/practice - Lack 
of discipline or trained 
practice in monitoring all 
parameters  
1. HMI (Human-Machine 
Interface) - Other 
indicators whereby 
operators could be led to 
monitor or detect the small 
change in the parameter  
1-5. Workload -Could the 
operators' workload, 
preoccupation with other 
parameters, or expectations 
about what is occurring on 
the basis of the other 
parameters keep them from 
detecting the small 
change?  
1-4. Training/practice 
Similar, but different event 
is used repeatedly in 
training or was addressed 
in training, or is given a lot 
of attention in training 

 
 

Table 13. Scenarios Characteristics [11] 
 

Scenario Characteristics Description 
Garden path problems  
 

Conditions start out with the scenario appearing to 
be a simple problem (based on strong but incorrect 
evidence) and operators react accordingly. 
However, later correct symptoms appear which the 
operators may not notice until it is too late.  

Situations that change, requiring 
revised situation assessments  
 

Once operators have developed a situation 
assessment and have started acting on it, it is often 
very difficult for them to recognize that there is 
new information or new conditions that require 
them to change their situation assessment. 
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Table 14. Error Mechanisms, Error Types and PSFs for Lower or Higher Values than 
those expected for determined Parameter [11] 

 
Parameter 

Characteristics 
Error Mechanisms Error Types PSFs 

 
Lower or higher than 
expected value of 
parameter 
 

1. Tunnel vision 
2. Confirmation bias 
3. Expectation bias 
4. Recency bias 
 

1-4. Failure to take 
account of changes 
in parameter in 
creating situation 
model.  
1-4. Take an 
inappropriate action, 
take a correct action 
too soon, fail to take 
a needed action  

1-4. Training /practice- 
Is the operators' 
training such that they 
might make 
assumptions about what 
the value of this 
parameter would be in 
this context and 
therefore not carefully 
consider it? 
1 -4. Procedures –Are 
there any aspects of the 
procedures called for 
by the other parameters 
that could lead 
operators to ignore this 
parameter? 

 
 
In Table 14 a link is established between parameter characteristics, error mechanisms and 
procedures, whose inadequacy is considered as a PSF. The ATHEANA technique has a wider 
vision, non-linear, on subjects that involve the use of procedures. This is confirmed by the 
existence of the required question [11]: Procedures - Are there any aspects of the procedures 
called for by above the other parameters that could lead operators to ignore this 
parameter? 
 
In ATHEANA, the Error Mechanism is defined as [11]: “the psychological mechanism that 
can cause a particular unsafe action and is triggered by particular combinations of 
performance-shaping factors and plant conditions. Error mechanisms are often not 
inherently bad behaviors, but represent mechanisms by which people often efficiently 
perform skilled work. However, in the wrong context, these mechanisms may lead to 
inappropriate human actions that have unsafe consequences”. 
 
ATHEANA treats the general error mechanisms, as for example, Recency and Frequency, 
defined as follows [11]: 
• “Recency: events that happened recently are recalled easily than events that occurred a 

long time ago. In attempting to understand in-coming information about an event, people 
tend to interpret the information in terms of events that have happened recently, rather 
than relevant events that occurred in the lives distant past. 

• Frequency: frequently occurring events are often recalled easily than scarce events it 
lives. This can lead to the tendency in people to interpret in-coming information about an 
event in terms of events that occur frequently, rather than infrequently occurring or 
unlikely events.” 

 
It is useful to point out that Reason considers Recency and Frequency as general activators 
(called generically as schemes) and not error mechanisms [4]. About general activators, 
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Reason says that [4]: “a number of general factors provide background activation to 
schemata irrespective of the current intentional state or context: recency, frequency, 
emotional or motivational factors…”. 
 
ATHEANA treats the general activators as error mechanisms and considers that they are 
psychological mechanisms that can trigger unsafe actions [11]; Reason treats the activators, 
as schemes, whose activation has as fundamental basis some known basic factors [4]. The 
general activators are: recency, frequency and familiarity. These concepts are linked to 
recent, familiar, and frequent situations that can be considered known basic factors stored in 
the long term memory. The following are examples of error mechanisms in the knowledge 
based level stored in the long term memory: tunnel vision, expectation bias, overeagerness, 
fixation, etc. The difference between activators and these error mechanisms is not explored in 
depth in this work, because the authors intend to treat these questions in future works. There 
is a similarity between CREAM and ATHEANA that can be observed in the Table 15, where 
the Phenotypes of CREAM and the Error Types of the ATHEANA tables are compared. 
 
 
Table 15. Comparison between Error Types (Phenotypes) of CREAM and Error Types 

of ATHEANA [5][11] 
 

CREAM ATHEANA 

Phenotypes 
Action in Wrong Time 

Failures in Situation Assessment 
Scenario/Parameter Characteristics 

Effects Description Error Types 
Too early An action started too early, 

before a signal was given or the 
required conditions had been 
established. (Action premature) 

Take an inappropriate action; take a 
correct action too soon; failure to take 
a needed action. 
 

Too late An action started too late. 
(Delayed action) 

Operators defer action on the changes 
indicated by other parameters. Miss a 
decision point.  

Omission An action that was not done at 
all. (within the time interval 
allowed) 

Fail to recognize a serious situation in 
time. 

Too long An action that continued beyond 
the point when it should have 
stopped. 

Miss a decision point. 

Too short An action that was stopped 
before it should have stopped. 

Miss a decision point. 

 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The THERP methodology does not presuppose the conditional probabilities of associated 
pairs PSF/Operational Context-Error Mechanism and Error Mechanism-Unsafe Action (Error 
Type). Because of that deficiency, the human failure (error) probabilities can be 
underestimated or overestimated. The CREAM and ATHEANA techniques take into account 
a prospective analysis of the human failures, considering the complex linkage and the non-
linearity between causes and effects (unsafe actions). The two techniques present a cognitive 
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taxonomy for human error mechanisms, although they diverge concerning the adopted 
nomenclature, having, however, most of the time a similarity. The larger divergence happens 
due to the confusion done in the ATHEANA technique between activators of error 
mechanisms and the triggered mechanisms themselves. The ATHEANA methodology takes 
an advantage, on the other hand, concerning the systematic adopted to associate the 
operational context (characteristics of parameters, scenarios and PSFs) with possible error 
types (unsafe actions) and consequently with error mechanisms. The union of the two 
taxonomies would be the most desirable. In any way, no matter what is the approach to be 
adopted, it remains the arduous task of quantifying the conditional probabilities between error 
mechanisms, error types (unsafe actions) and PSFs, by means of expert elicitation or a 
database of operational events. The latter is possible only if the adopted database has the 
same errors taxonomy as the HRA methodology to be used. These are the challenges of the 
next generation of HRA techniques. 
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